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Mid-term Review of CBS´s Velux Chair or Corporate Sustainability 

In the following I will provide a mid-term review for the Velux Chair of Corporate Sustainability. 

The evaluation is based on a mid-term self-assessment report by the Velux Chair, a selection of 

publications and a site visit at CBS which took place on November 28-29, 2017. During the site-

visit I had the opportunity to speak not only to the Chair holder, Jeremy Moon, but also to the 

Dean of Research of CBS, Søren Hvidkjær, the Deputy Department Head of the Department of 

Management, Society and Communication, Hans Krause Hansen, and a large number of other 

professors, PhD students, administrative staff and students. 

The mid-term review will cover the following areas: 

1. Introduction 

2. Research 

3. External and internal research collaboration 

4. Postdoctoral research and PhD research 

5. Teaching 

6. Student engagement 

7. Outreach 

8. Recommendations 
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1. Introduction 

The Velux Chair was established in May 2014 when Jeremy Moon took up the appointment by 

CBS. He gave his inaugural lecture in June 2015 and appointments for other positions have been 

made right after that. Today the Velux team consists of Professor Jeremy Moon, Erin Leitheiser 

(PhD Fellow), Luisa Murphy (PhD-Fellow) and Louise Thomsen (Project Manager). 

The overall objective of CBS´s application for funding to the Velux foundation was to substan-

tially strengthen and sharpen existing research, knowledge and programs in sustainability at 

CBS by recruiting a team of high international quality. The Velux Professor should become a 

catalyst for research and teaching activities related to CSR and to increase CBS`s international 

reputation in the area of sustainability. It was agreed upon that the focus of the Velux Chair 

would be upon social and governance aspects of corporate sustainability and responsibility and 

not the natural and technical sciences. Moreover one of the objectives of the Velux Chair is that 

he should make a significant contribution to the Danish society in the area of sustainability. 

The Velux Chair at CBS is located within the cbsCSR Centre which is part of the Department of 

Management, Communication and Society (MSC). The substantial endowment of the Velux 

foundation (15.262.438,00 DKK) has allowed not only the salary and expenses of Jeremy Moon 

for five years but also the creation of a whole research team. The Velux Chair is currently within 

budget. 

 

2. Research 

Over the last three years members of the Velux Chair team were involved in a large number of 

different high quality research projects. They published articles and edited special issues in top 

journals, they wrote books and book chapters, edited volumes and successfully submitted con-

ference papers. The team conducts this research often in the form of PhD and post-doctoral 

projects and/or in collaboration with other colleagues at CBS and/or international scholars. The 

research conducted by the Velux chair team mainly centers around questions of corporate re-

sponsibility and sustainability, political and organizational aspects of CSR, global governance, 

CSR-theories & concepts, gender, corruption and stakeholders with a geographical focus on 

North America, Europe, Asia, ASEAN region, Bangladesh, China and Ghana. 

The output over the last there years has been substantial and can be considered as, in compar-

ison to other chairs on an international level, superior. Jeremy Moon alone has published two 
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books since taking up the post and edited one volume. The first book “Corporate Social Respon-

sibility: a Very Short Introduction” was published by Oxford University Press in 2014 and has 

quickly become a standard work in the field. In 2017 he published another book together with 

Jette Steen Knudsen with the title “Visible Hands: National Government and International CSR” 

(Cambridge University Press). The topic of the book is not only relevant but also timely and Jer-

emy Moon shows that he is one of the leading experts in this field of research. The third book 

is a carefully crafted collection of articles on “Corporate Social Responsibility: Strategy, Commu-

nication and Governance” (Cambridge University Press) and the result of a collaboration with 

Andreas Rasche and Mette Morsing. This volume shows that the editors were able to convince 

a large number of international top scholars to make a significant contribution to the current 

discussion on CSR and have the ability to provide leading edge research. 

Since 1 May 2014 Jeremy Moon has published a large number of high quality journal articles in 

a number of international top-journals like Journal of Business Ethics, Business Ethics Quarterly, 

Business and Society, Social and Environmental Accountability Journal, Journal of Cleaner Pro-

duction and Policy and Politics. In total he published 8 papers on issues like CSR under Authori-

tarian Capitalism, Engaging Fringe Stakeholders in Business and Society or Dynamics of CSR in 

Asia. Most of these journals are top ranked in the ABS Journal-list which shows that Jeremy 

Moons work can be considered as both exceptional and influential on an international level. In 

this review I will only name one example to validate this claim. Only recently Jeremy Moon to-

gether with K Grosser and J Nelson published a paper in Business Ethics Quarterly on “Gender, 

Business Ethics, and Corporate Social Responsibility: Assessing and Refocusing a Conversation”. 

Besides books and journal articles Jeremy Moon published a number of chapters in scholarly 

books and he edited special issues in prestigious journals like Business Ethics Quarterly, Business 

& Society and Asian Business & Management which also makes a strong contribution to CBS`s 

international reputation and research network. 

All these publications are a result of collaborative research projects with internal and external 

colleagues which demonstrates that Jeremy Moon acts as a catalyst for a strategic research 

network which is internationally renowned and has its center at CBS at the Velux chair. It also 

shows Jeremy Moons’ success in creating a strong research environment, including attracting 

and engaging younger faculty. During my site visit and from the different meetings with col-

leagues of CBS I constantly received the impression that the appointment of Jeremy Moon as a 

Velux chair has triggered a lot of high-quality research projects and helped the MSC department 
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to strengthen already existing themes. Jeremy Moon not only has a strong influence on the 

MSC department and serves there as a valuable resource for other scholars. From my point of 

view his research activities also make a significant contribution to ensure and even increase the 

international reputation of CBS as a whole as one of the leading institutions in Europe in the 

area of CSR. 

The strong influence of Jeremy Moon on the research activities of CBS and the MSC Department 

has also led to a large number of successful research projects and publications from other mem-

bers of the Velux chair team. Through his guidance PhDs and visiting fellows were also able to 

publish successfully in leading journals. Lauren McCarthy, a former CBS Assistant Lecturer and 

now a visiting fellow, e.g. published papers in Business & Society (together with JN Muthuri) in 

2016 and Business Ethics Quarterly in 2017. Luisa Murphy is one the PhDs and has recently pub-

lished a paper on “Historical Perspectives on Corporate Social Responsibility”, in: Rasche, A., 

Morsing, M. and Moon, J. Eds (2017) Corporate Social Responsibility. Strategy, Communica-

tion,Governance, Cambridge University Press. Erin Leitheiser is also a PhD at the chair and re-

cently received a “best paper” designation for her Academy of Management conference paper, 

with the title: “A sheep in wolf’s clothing?: How the illusion of hard law makes business more 

responsible”. In Guclu Atinc (ed.), Proceedings of the 77thAnnual Meeting of the Academy of 

Management 2017. 

 

3. External and internal research collaboration 

As indicated above the Velux Chair has quickly become one of the most productive and well 

known chairs in the area of corporate sustainability in Europe. Jeremy Moon and his team have 

been able to initiate and successfully complete a large number of collaborative research pro-

jects with internal and external partners. During my site visit I received the impression that 

Jeremy Moon had been able to create a collaborative and very productive research atmosphere 

within the MSC Department and convince a large number of colleagues to join relevant re-

search projects. On the other hand he also launched international research projects, confer-

ences and special issues with top journals. The external Collaborators are from a large variety 

of international top universities like Tufts University (USA), Yale University (USA), Schulich 

School of York University (CAN), City of London University, Kings College London, Nottingham 

University, Royal Holloway University, Science Po (FR), University of Amsterdam (NL), Free Uni-

versity of Amsterdam (NL), Stockholm School of Economics (SWE), RMIT University in Australia, 
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Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University (Japan) and Nottingham University (CHN). Moreover Jeremy 

Moon had been able to appoint a number of high-profile Visiting Fellows to reflect their collab-

oration with the Velux team. The Visiting Fellows were: Professor Ben Cashore, School of For-

estry and Environmental Studies, Yale University; Dr Kate Grosser, RMIT University; Professor 

Jette Steen Knudsen, Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University, and Professor Dirk 

Matten, Schulich, York University.  

 

4. Postdoctoral research and PhD research 

The Velux team not only consists of Professor Jeremy Moon but also one postdoctoral re-

searcher and two PhDs. Dr Lauren McCarthy was appointed as an Assistant Lecturer/Post-doc-

toral Research Fellow from May 2015 following the completion of her PhD at Nottingham Uni-

versity Business School. She has also worked as a researcher for development NGOs. She re-

signed her VELUX Chair position in January 2017 to take up a Lectureship at Royal Holloway 

College, University of London but, as noted, continues as a VELUX Chair Visiting Fellow (see be-

low). Her research focuses upon issues of gender, development and corporate social responsi-

bility. Her teaching at CBS was in responsible business, CSR & Development, and gender and 

diversity management. She has published a number of top articles in journals like Business Eth-

ics Quarterly and has benefited a lot from her appointment at the Velux chair and her connec-

tion to Jeremy Moon’s research network. 

Erin Leitheiser was appointed as PhD Fellow from March 2015. She had previously worked in 

CSR in the retail industry in the USA, as well as in the public and non-profit sectors, and has 

degrees from Gustavus Adolphus College and the LSE. Her research focuses upon forms of re-

sponsible supply chain organization and governance with special reference to the ready-made 

garments sector following the Rana Plaza disaster, Bangladesh, 2013. Her teaching is generally 

in the area of responsible and sustainable business at the BSc and MSc levels, and she coordi-

nated a BSc course on ‘Responsible Management. In 2017, Erin was awarded a scholarship by 

the Dean of Research to support her research (2018 - 2019); the Fonnesbechs PhD Prize. Erin 

Leitheiser has also benefited a lot from her appointment at the Velux chair and was able to 

complete four papers in the last three years. 

Luisa Murphy was appointed as PhD Fellow from January 2017. Her educational background is 

at the University of Oxford and Connecticut College. She has experience working in the US De-

partment of Justice and in academic and commercial research. Her research focuses upon the 
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organization of corporate social responsibility (specifically, anti-corruption) between the na-

tional and global levels, with special reference to the ASEAN region. Like Erin Leitheiser, she has 

to teach and will focus in the areas of responsible business (BA) and corporate citizenship (MSc). 

Luisa Murphy was able to write three papers in only one year which reflects the highly produc-

tive research environment at the Velux chair.. 

My overall impression after the site visit at the Velux chair is that Jeremy Moon creates a stim-

ulating and creative research environment for PhDs and junior faculty. He provides a world class 

supervision and by drawing on his extended network of research collaborations CBS becomes 

one of the most attractive places in Europe to write a PhD thesis in CSR. 

 

5. Teaching 

The Velux team coordinates and/or contributes to CBS courses at all levels: PhD, Executive MBA, MBA, 

MSc, and BA. Most of the courses focus on themes around sustainable and responsible business and 

management, themes of diversity management, globalization and organization. The courses for which 

the team have coordinator responsibilities are: BA Responsible Management, BSc Scandinavian Sus-

tainability and CSR, MSc Corporate Citizenship, MSc Organizations and Society, MSc Corporate Social 

Responsibility: A Path to Sustainable Development. The team also supervises MSc and BA dissertations. 

Jeremy Moon supervises three PhD researchers, the two VELUX Chair funded PhDs, Erin Leitheiser and 

Luisa Murphy, and another funded from another source, Anestis Keremis (on anti-corruption in China). 

He also supervised Lara Hale (on sustainable building standards), funded from a Marie Curie grant, 

who completed in May 2017. 

Although the Velux team has inherited most of the courses from others, Jeremy Moon coordinates and 

Luisa Murphy teaches on a new MSc course (within the Sustainable Business minor stream) on Corpo-

rate Citizenship. Even in the courses which the team has inherited the team has proved innovative. 

Jeremy Moon completely re-designed the Organization and Society MSc course around the theme of 

theories of corporate social responsibility. Erin Leitheiser designed a Course Case, ‘ScandiStyle’ for the 

BA Responsible Management course. And Lauren McCarthy designed a class case, ‘Evaluating Corpo-

rate Gender Equality Programmes: The Case of Adwenkor Cocoa Cooperative’ for the MSc Globaliza-

tion and Organization course, and this was adapted by Jeremy Moon for the MSc Corporate Citizenship 

course. 

During my site visit it became clear that the Velux team has a convincing and modern approach to 

teaching. The design of the courses is very interactive, collaborative and learner-centered. The teaching 

often is based on group work, partnerships, and group discussions. The Velux team is also inviting a lot 
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of practitioners to give speeches and foster collaboration between CBS and firms. Jeremy Moon and 

his team carefully facilitate the learning process by allowing the students to be engaged in the differ-

ent course formats. They draw on different pedagogical formats and provide a lot of feedback to the 

students. In line with the Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME) Jeremy Moon and 

the Velux team make a significant contribution to develop the capabilities of students to be future 

generators of sustainable value for business and society. This approach to teaching is also in accord-

ance with one of the overall objectives of CBS to bring knowledge and new ideas to companies and 

business organizations, to the next generation of business leaders, and to society at large. It can be 

said that the funding has helped to increase and sustain the teaching in the area of corporate sustain-

ability. 

 

6. Student engagement 

One of the key objectives of the Velux chair is to increase student engagement and the chair 

has been very successful in doing that. One the one hand the Velux chair leads the Nordic Chap-

ter of PRME and Jeremy Moon tries to foster research, partnerships, and curriculum change in 

accordance with PRME. The Velux chair also supports the PRME office at CBS. On the other hand 

the Velux chair is heavily involved in many student initiatives. The most important student in-

itiative supported by the Velux chair is oikos. 

oikos Copenhagen is the local Danish chapter of a student-driven international non-profit or-

ganization for sustainable economics and management. oikos Copenhagen has become one of 

the largest and most established chapters within oikos International. oikos Copenhagen is lo-

cated at CBS at the CBS PRME office. It was awarded an element of the VILLUM endowment 

worth DKK 1.000.000 (2014 - 2019). This is both to support its activities generally and also to 

enable it to become self-sufficient in the future. As a result the VELUX Chair provides some gen-

eral support for these activities, in particular for the CBS oikos leadership. Jeremy Moon and 

Erin Leitheiser are members of the oikos Advisory Committee and made several contributions 

to the initiative. 

During my site visit it became apparent that the funding and support of the Velux chair had a 

significant positive impact and boost on student engagement and the obejctives set by the 

PRME initiative. 
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7. Outreach 

The outreach of the Velux chair has taken various forms and is very impressive. Most notably 

the chair organized three international conferences at CBS: 1. International Sustainability Con-

ference (2016), 2. Business and Society Conference (2017), and 3. Sustainable Consumption Con-

ference (2018): 

 The International Sustainability Conference attracted over 200 academics, practition-

ers, and students. It was an international 2 day conference with high-profile speakers 

such as John Robinson from University of Toronto (Nobel Prize recipient) and Edward 

Freeman (lead author on stakeholder theory). 

 The Business and Society Conference in 2017 was held for three main purposes: 1. to 

bring CSR to the CBS Centenary celebrations; 2. to celebrate the culmination of the 

seven year EGOS Standing WorkingGroup that Jeremy Moon and Andreas Rasche had 

co-chaired; and 3. to launch the Rasche, Morsing and Moon (2017) CSR edited text. It was 

designed to bring together international and Danish academics and practitioners for an 

interactive event. 

 The Sustainable Consumption Conference will take place in 2018. The conference is be-

ing planned in collaboration with the sustainable consumption team in the cbsCSR Cen-

tre and with - Sustainable Consumption Research and Action Initiative. Key speakers 

will be Jan Gehl (leading sustainability architect) and Mary Mellor(leading sustainable 

cities researcher). 

The chair has also been involved in a research-based collaboration with Transparency Interna-

tional, and the ASEAN CSR Network. In addition the Velux team has collaborated with the pro-

fessional association CSR LINK in a workshop on “Shared Value and CSR”. 

Various high profile practitioners have provided guest lectures and members of the VELUX 

Chair have also made various outside presentations: 

 To international conferences: 'Governance for Sustainable Enterprise', Japan Forum for 

Business and Society, Waseda University, Tokyo (Jeremy Moon 2017); Institutionalizing 

CSR' Singapore, ASEAN CSR Network, Singapore (Jeremy Moon 2015). 

 To public events: 'Corporate social responsibility: a very short introduction', Chipping 

Norton Literary Festival (Jeremy Moon 2015); 'CSR and Leadership' public talk to Yale In-

ternational Fox Fellowship, Yale University (Jeremy Moon 2016). 
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 To staff development programmes: ‘The SDGs in a university context – how can univer-

sities lead the sustainability agenda on campus?’, CBS PRME Ministers Programme, 2017 

(Louise Thomsen). 

 To international delegations: ‘Danish CSR in Context’ to a visiting delegation to the CBS 

Executive (Jeremy Moon 2016); ‘Asian Perspectives on CSR’ to a visiting delegation to 

CBS from Indian Institute of Management Lucknow (Jeremy Moon 2016). 

 

8. Recommendations 

The main objective of CBS’s application to the VELUX Foundation was to “[…] substantially 

strengthen, sharpen and broaden existing knowledge and programs on sustainability at CBS by 

recruiting a team of high international quality: a VELUX Professor, a post doc and a PhD, and by 

providing economic support for CBS business school students on issues of sustainability.” From 

my point of view this objective has been met to the fullest. Over the last four years Jeremy Moon 

and the Velux team have continuously delivered world-class research within the area of sus-

tainability but also across disciplines at CBS. They have made a significant contribution to place 

CBS among the most internationally acknowledged business schools on corporate sustainabil-

ity. I am also convinced that Jeremy Moon has been a catalyst for a lot of internal and external 

high-profile research collaborations. The work of Jeremy Moon has helped to dramatically 

strengthening the research agenda, education and outreach in the area of sustainability at CBS. 

He successfully positioned CBS and its research related to CSR on the map and increased the 

international visibility of the school. He produced a large number of articles for publications in 

high-ranked international journals and he wrote influential books. 

From an international perspective Jeremy Moon is without doubt one of the top three Chairs in 

CSR together with Dirk Matten (Hewlett-Packard Chair in CSR, Schulich School of Business, Can-

ada) and Andrew Crane (Professor of Business and Society, University of Bath, UK) and he makes 

a tremendous contribution to the reputation of CBS not only in Europe but worldwide. 

Based on my mid-term review I have two recommendations for CBS. 

 Without any doubt the research publications of the Velux team meet high standards as 

measured by the Chartered Association of Business Schools, as well as the general rep-

utation of journals and publishers, generally and in the field of CSR. And if CBS wants to 
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maintain and even further develop the level of academic excellence in the area of CSR 

a continuation of the funding of the Velux chair after 2019 seems of utmost importance. 

 Although the teaching portfolio of the Velux team members is impressive I see a poten-

tial for further development. In light of the strength CBS has in the field of CSR it seems 

to make sense to reconsider the proposal submitted by Jeremy Moon to introduce a new 

programme. A “MSc Sustainability, Innovation and Management” could make a mean-

ingful extension of the CBS portfolio. Other international universities recently have suc-

cessfully introduced Master programmes with a focus on CSR and no problems to at-

tract students. 

 

Best regards, 

 

 
 

Dirk Ulrich Gilbert 


